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ABSTRACT The audio classification task aims to discriminate between different audio signal types. In this

task, deep neural networks have achieved better performance than the traditional shallow architecture-based

machine-learning method. However, deep neural networks often require huge computational and storage

requirements that hinder the deployment in embedded devices. In this paper, we proposed a distillation

method which transfers knowledge from well-trained networks to a small network, and the method can

compress model size while improving audio classification precision. The contributions of the proposed

method are two folds: a multi-level feature distillation method was proposed and an adversarial learning

strategy was employed to improve the knowledge transfer. The extensive experiments are conducted on

three audio classification tasks, audio scene classification, general audio tagging, and speech command

recognition. The experimental results demonstrate that: the small network can provide better performance

while achieves the calculated amount of floating-point operations per second (FLOPS) compression ratio

of 76:1 and parameters compression ratio of 3:1.

INDEX TERMS Convolutional neural networks, audio tagging, knowledge distillation, model compression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hearing is one of the most important sensory and informa-

tion source for humans, while ‘‘machine listening’’ is very

challenge for machines. The automatic processing and anal-

ysis algorithms of audio have broad application prospects.

Nevertheless, how to fully utilize audio data is still far from

been solved, as acoustical events may occur at any time and

accompanied by much random background noise. Sustain-

able efforts have been made to improve the performance of

automatic models.

In the previous work, building ‘‘bag of audio words’’ [1]

had been applied for audio classification. In addition,

K-means [2] and spectral clustering methods [3] are used

in unsupervised music retrieval. Shao et al. [4] proposed to

measure the audio similarity by hidden Markov models [5]

for audio clustering. Kumar and Raj [6] used a support vector

machine (SVM) based multi-instance learning system for

audio tagging and acoustic event detection. But thesemethods

could not learn contextual features and utilize the correlation

between different events. Some researchers depend on deep
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learning to solve tasks such as acoustic scene classification,

event detection, and feature learning. The classifier based

on convolutional neural networks (CNN) [7], [8] shown their

remarkable capabilities in multiple acoustic tasks. How-

ever, due to insufficient label data and many noise data,

the performance of acoustic networks is still not satisfac-

tory. While some methods can further enhance the model,

they can cause an increase in model storage and compu-

tational complexity. For example, building deeper or wider

networks [9], [10] are helpful to improve accuracy. In addi-

tion, the ensemble method which aggregated knowledge of

multi models [11], [12] is effective to get high-performance

networks.

This article focuses on the problem of how to achieve

model performance improvements under limited resources.

The acoustic models are typically deployed in embedded

devices, small computers, and mobile devices, where lacking

computational power and storage [10]. The ensemble net-

work and deeper network could not be applied in the industry

because of large network redundancy, slow calculation speed,

and high resource occupancy [13], [14]. There had been

many works to improve the accuracy with limited resources,

but hardly in acoustic scenarios. Model compression has
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become a hot research issue which aims to achieve better per-

formance in a small model. This paper proposes an effective

model compression method for acoustic scenes.

To exert the advantages of deep learning in dealing with

acoustic tasks, the problem of high resource occupation on the

acoustic network has to be solved. In this paper, we proposed

a CNN based method which transfers knowledge through

feature maps to achieve the purpose of model compression

and accuracy improving.

For model compression, knowledge distillation is an

effective strategy which transfers knowledge of well-trained

complex networks (teacher) to small networks (student).

In 2014, Hinton proposed the traditional knowledge

distillation [15], [16] method, in which the student network

improves its performance by mimicking the soft labels

of a well-trained teacher network. The knowledge distil-

lation method has a wide range of applications in model

compression [17] and semi-supervised tasks [18].

However, soft labels discard the details of the network

about feature learning. In CNN structure, usually the con-

volutional layers as the feature extractor, and the fully con-

nected layers composition the classifier. The feature map

of the convolutional layer has more detailed information

than the soft labels. That means transferring knowledge

through feature maps would be a better choice. We recom-

mend that the student network should simulates from the

feature maps of a well-trained teacher network. And sim-

ulating from multi-level feature maps of teacher network

helps to learn the complete features. Similarity measure func-

tions such as Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence and Mean

Squared Error (MSE) could be used to measure the differ-

ences between feature maps of teachers and students.

Due to the differences in network structure, data chan-

nel, and other factors, feature maps of student and teacher

are of different size. In order to calculate feature similarity,

the feature maps need to be re-interpreted into simpler terms

of what the student network will understand more easily.

In our method, adaptive pooling layers are used to re-interpret

features maps. In addition, we introduced a discriminator

to identify features from teacher or student, the genera-

tive adversarial strategy [19] force the target model to learn

the features’ expression of teacher network, which would

strengthen the knowledge transfer. The discriminator judges

whether the student has well learned the information implied

in feature maps of the teacher, and optimizes the student by

backpropagation algorithms. With the adversarial multi-level

feature distillation, the small model improves its generaliza-

tion ability.

We conducted experiments on three audio classification

tasks, audio scene classification, general audio tagging, and

speech command recognition. The results confirm that our

method effectively improved the accuracy of models and

achieved better performance of model compression. Com-

pared with the general supervised learning method, our

method achieved higher performance of mAP@3 92.54% on

VGGNet while the mAP@3 of baseline is 91.5% in general

audio tagging task. And the network trained with our method

gets similar performance to the ensemble model, while the

compression ratio of FLOPS is 76:1 the compression ratio of

parameters is 3:1.

In summary, the proposed method has following advan-

tages:

1. Our distillation method improves the performance of the

CNN in audio tagging tasks.

2. Our method has better performance in model compres-

sion, no matter distillation from large models to small models

or from multiple models to single models. Our approach

reduces the network’s resource requirements and complexity

while keeping similar performance.

3.We improved the knowledge distillationmethod by com-

bining the adversarial learning strategy and feature distilla-

tion in multi-level feature maps.

The organizational structure of this paper is as follows,

the relatedwork are introduced in the section II, the section III

elaborates our method, the section IV is experiment and

analysis, and our conclusion is given in the section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. MODEL COMPRESSION

The large occupying of memory and calculations hinder the

deep learning’s promotion in embedded devices. In order

to improve the computational efficiency of deep learning,

some model compression methods have been proposed.

Courbariaux et al. approached the binarized neural network

method [20] which increases the computational speed and

reduces network capacity by binarizing the weight and acti-

vation of the network. Hu et al. utilize network trimming

method [21] to compress the network, removing neurons

which are non-informative [22] would reduce network com-

plexity without much precision loss. However, the short-

age of network trimming is too much manually needed to

adjust the pruning threshold in multiple iteration training.

And binarized neural networks are limited by the original

network structure, the method performs poorly in large mod-

els. Knowledge distillationmethod [16] transfers information

from large networks a to small network to build smaller but

effective networks.

B. KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION

The knowledge distillation [23], [24] method is a

teacher-student structure. The target network (student) learns

from the well-trained network (teacher), mimicking the

teacher’s outputs to improve accuracy. In knowledge distil-

lation, the knowledge of the well-trained network transferred

to the small network, thus solving the problem of excessive

redundancy and precision stagnation of the network to a

certain extent. The tradition knowledge distillation (KD) [16]

process uses the soft label information of the teacher network

to induce the training of the student network. The feature

distillation (FD) [25], [26] method, student network mimics

the attention maps or the feature maps of teacher networks.
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FIGURE 1. The structure of (a) traditional knowledge distillation and
(b) feature distillation.

1) TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION (KD)

The traditional knowledge distillation focuses on the

class-level distribution of predicted probabilities (soft labels),

which corresponds to the soften class-level probability scores.

In soft label based knowledge distillation as Figure 1(a)

shows, a small network with simple structure simulates the

soft label distribution of a stronger teacher network with

complex learning capabilities which provide more detailed

knowledge than the onehot label.

2) FEATURE DISTILLATION (FD)

Jangho et al. proposed using feature-based distillation [25]

instead of soft label based distillation, the structure shown

in Figure 1(b). The feature maps of networks contain more

information about their structure and details of samples com-

pared with soft labels. In the process of feature distillation,

using reconstruction losses to characterize differences in fea-

ture maps between teacher and student. The intermediate

feature map of the trained network is the selective expression

of specific parts of the sample. Distillation based on feature

layers paid more attention to detailed sample information,

such as the shape of samples and the color of samples.

Direct learning from the teacher’s feature maps is more

straightforward for student network which can reduce the

loss of knowledge that maps features to soft tags or attentio

maps.

3) KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER WITH ADVERSARIAL

LEARNING STRATEGY

Heo et al. [27] uses the adversarial learning strategy to

induce student network training by using generated sam-

ples to effectively improve the ability of students to iden-

tify decision boundaries. Generative adversarial networks

(GAN) [28]–[30] produces fairly good output throughmutual

confrontation learning of two modules in the framework:

the generative model and the discriminative model. With the

help of the adversarial strategy to distinguish the boundary

between learning classes (in discriminator), the generator are

able to produce more realistic false samples. In the knowl-

edge distillation, the students have similar mechanisms to

the generator in GAN, which imitates the teacher network’s

outputs. Adding the adversarial loss in the process of feature

distillation would strengthen the ability of feature learning.

The previous distillation methods mainly focused on the

computer vision field, lacking research on acoustic data.

We use multi-level feature distillation to obtain more detailed

information than single-level feature distillation, and the

adversarial loss was added to monitor the knowledge transfer

process.

III. METHODOLOGY

The overview structure of our distillation method shown

in Figure 2. The framework of our structure consists of

two branches, a branch of teacher network that had been

well-trained and a branch of student network training from

scratch. The teacher network provides multi-level features’

instructional knowledge to guide the student’s training pro-

cess. We combine the adversarial learning mechanism and

multi-level feature distillation to motivate target network to

learn from trained networks. For each input, the target net-

work imitates the trained model from multi-level features

by reducing the knowledge difference between the feature

of student and teacher. The adversarial units are used to

enhance the feature distillation. Our framework strengthens

FIGURE 2. The overview of our approached method. The teacher and student get the same input which has adopted mixup
operation. The teacher network’s parameters is fixed. At the selected layers, teacher and student produce features, minimizing
their similarity loss and Discriminator loss to optimize the student network.
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the knowledge transfer from teachers to the student, which

making the student stronger and compressing the model

size. The procedure of our approach involves two steps,

(1) pre-training of the teacher networks with general super-

vised learning method, (2) transferring knowledge from

teacher networks to student network with feature distillation

method.

A. PRE-TRAINING OF TEACHER NETWORKS

For knowledge distillation a well-trained teacher is needed,

firstly training the teacher networks in general super-

vised method. The following section described the general

approach for audio tagging task using CNN, data processing

and supervised learning.

1) DATA PREPROCESSING

In deep learning, audio tagging models generally use

intercepted segments Mel-frequency Cepstral Coeffi-

cients (MFCC) and Log-Scale Mel-frequency Spec-

trum (Logmel) as input features. The Logmel had been

considered as the best features of CNN training in acoustic

tasks. To convert the raw data into Log Mel-spectrogram

which used as the CNN input in training and testing. For

the audio files of raw data, firstly downsample them with

an appropriate sampling rate, then use Short-Time Fourier

Transformation (STFT) method to analyze their frequency

and phase. Then Log Mel-spectrogram can be obtained by

applying the Mel filter bank, followed by a logarithm scaling,

finally divided by the standard deviation and subtracting the

mean value to normalize them. The delta and delta-delta fea-

tures of original Logmel is calculated with a specific widow

size. The original Logmel features, delta and delta-delta fea-

tures form the three-channel Logmel samples. Each Logmel

sample inherits the label of original audio.

2) PRE-TRAINING PROCESS OF TEACHER NETWORKS

For teacher networks, training by general supervised training

method, using the Logmel as the inputs. The teacher network

is trained by traditional supervised learning method. Mini-

mizing the cross-entropy loss between predicted scores and

ground-truth labels to optimize models by back propagation

algorithm. Given a data set D = (X ,Y ), where X are the

Logmel form of the original dataset, and Y are corresponding

one-hot target labels. We minimize the cross-entropy loss of

model’s classification probability Ft (X ) and target label Y .

The cross-entropy loss function is:

LC = −
1

n

∑

(xi,yi)∈D

[yi lnFt (xi, θt )

+ (1 − yi) ln(1 − Ft (xi, θt ))] (1)

In the formula, n is the number of samples in datasetD, θt is

the model’s parameter. By minimizing the cross-entropy loss

to optimize the model parameter θt by the backpropagation

algorithm.

FIGURE 3. The modules for our distillation method.

B. THE DISTILLATION PROCESS

Themodules for our feature distillation are shown in Figure 3,

which contains alignment unit, distillation unit, and adver-

sarial unit. The alignment unit is composed of the adaptive

pooling layer which aligns feature maps of networks. The

distillation unit guides the student to learn from the teacher by

reducing the KL divergence loss between their feature maps.

The adversarial unit (discriminator) used to force the student

network producing features that confused with the teachers’

features, which facilitate the transfer of knowledge.

For each distillation iteration, the teacher network and the

student network get the same input. The two networks gener-

ate multi-level features in intermediate layers. The alignment

unit reshapes features into vectors of the same dimension by

stacked adaptive average pooling layers. The discriminator

consists of a set of fully connected layers. The discriminator

and the student network (generator) constitute a generative

adversarial network (GAN). The GAN encourages the stu-

dent network generating features similar to the teacher which

can deceive the discriminator. In distillation units, the stu-

dent network minimizes the KL loss of features between the

teacher network and the student network to guide the training

process. In addition, we use the sample mixup method to

generate new samples in the neighborhood domain, which

will enhance dataset generalization. We will introduce our

approach in detail in the following sections.

1) ALIGNMENT UNITS ALIGN DIFFERENT FEATURES

The alignment units are responsible for converting the inter-

mediate output features to the same shape, the features come

from the student network and the teacher network. The sim-

ilarity of the features of the two sources can be compared

only if their dimensions are the same. The adaptive pooling

layers as the alignment unit, which maintaining the features’

structure of the model while the feature dimension changed

and aligning the features of network with different structures.

Unlike the general maximum pooling and average pooling,

the adaptive pooling layer can produce the fixed size output

from different scale inputs. Adaptive pooling adaptively cal-

culates the pooling kernel size by the following formula based

the input dimension and the output dimension:

kernel_size = (input_size+ 2 × padding)

− (output_size− 1) × stride (2)
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For a teacher-student structure with different levels and

feature map sizes, we take a feature layer alignment as an

example. To distillation in the teacher feature layer ft and

the student feature layer fs. According to the Formula 2,

the kernel size of adaptive pooling layer is calculated for the

teacher and the student respectively. The pooling operation

converts ft and fs into the feature matrix of the same size, and

then the feature matrix is averaged in channels to obtain a

translated simplified feature vector.

The value of output size, padding and stride are determined

before pooling operation, and kernel size is calculated based

on the value of input size using the above formula. After

alignment, we get vectors of a pre-set dimension both on

student network and teacher network.

2) FEATURE DISTILLATION UNIT

The optimization of student network Fs does not depend on

the one-hot target label. The student network’s parameters

θs are optimized by minimizing the similarity loss between

the teacher network’s features and student network’s features.

We calculate similarity loss of with Kullback Leibler diver-

gence, which is usually used to measure the difference of

probability distributions. We use it to measure the similarity

loss when the student feature distribution fs(x) fits the feature

distribution ft (x) of the teacher network. fs(x) is the aligned

feature of the student network and ft (x) is the aligned feature

of the teacher network. So the similarity loss between the

feature maps of teacher and student calculated by Kullback

Leibler divergence as follows:

LKL = −
1

m× n

∑

x∈X

m∑

i=1

f it (x) log
f it (x)

f is (x)

=
1

m× n

∑

x∈X

m∑

i=1

(−f it (x) log f
i
t (x)+f

i
t (x) log f

i
s (x)) (3)

where m is the number of distillation features’ layers, f it (x)

and f is (x) are the i-th aligned feature layer in teacher network

and student network. In the knowledge distillation process,

the teacher network parameters are fixed. The second part

of the KL loss is only related to the teacher network. It is

a constant value, discarding it the similarity loss function

would be:

LKL = −
1

m× n

∑

x∈X

m∑

i=1

f it (x) log f
i
s (x) (4)

For each of the inputs, the student network is guided by

multiple feature layers of teacher network, so the student

network is easier to learn the knowledge than the traditional

distillation with only one layer of soft label guidance.

3) ADVERSARIAL UNITS LEARNING FEATURES’

DISTRIBUTION

We use the adversarial units (discriminator) to supervise the

training of student networks. The student network is the

generator of generative adversarial net (GAN) which tried

to imitate the teacher, and the teacher network features are

adversarial samples. In our method, the discriminator is a

classifier composed of fully connected layers. We spliced the

teacher features ft (x) and student network features f
i
s (x) as the

input of discriminator, then the discriminator classify try to

identify a feature from teacher or student. The target formula

of generative adversarial net is as follows:

min
Fs

max
Fd

V (Fd ,Fs) =
1

m

m∑

i=0

[E logFd (f
i
t (x))

+E log (1 − Fd (f
i
s (x)))] (5)

In the above formula, Fs is the student network (generator),

Fd is the discriminator, V is the function about Fd and Fs, m

is the selected feature layers’ number for distillation. In the

optimization phase, firstly optimize the discriminator. Maxi-

mize the output value of the discriminator when inputting the

teacher feature, the target formula is:

max
Fd

V (Fd ,Fs) =
1

m

m∑

i=0

[E logFd (f
i
t (x))

+E log (1 − Fd (f
i
s (x)))] (6)

And then optimize the student network (generator), mini-

mize the output value of the discriminator when inputting the

student feature. The teacher parameters are fixed, so delete

the first item, the target formula is:

min
Fs

V (Fd ,Fs) =
1

m

m∑

i=0

E[log (1 − Fd (f
i
s (x)))] (7)

So the adversarial loss for student network is

LA =
1

m

m∑

i=0

E[log (1 − Fd (f
i
s (x)))] (8)

The power of the adversarial units is that it automatically

learns the data distribution of the teacher features. Adversarial

learning of generators and discriminators in generative adver-

sarial net enhances students’ ability to learn from trained

model.

4) LOSS COMBINATION

Based on the similarity loss LKL and adversarial loss LA
obtained from the previous analysis, we combine them for

the distillation of student network. The final loss of student

as follows:

L = LKL + Ld (9)

The final loss motivates the student network to mimic and

absorb the teacher’s knowledge.

C. ALGORITHM

The proposed distillation method can be divided into three

cases depending on the network structure of the teacher and

the student. In the first case, both the teacher and the student

use the same structure. In the second case, the teacher and
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the Proposed Adversarial Feature

Distillation Method
Pre-training teacher networks:

First identifying and building a collection of teacher net-

works, then minimizing the cross-entropy loss L
j
C (ft (X ),Y )

with the standard supervised learning approach to train the

teacher networks and saving them. In our experiment, teacher

networks including VGGNet, ResNet and DenseNet.

Feature distillation:

1: Teacher zoo T={T0,T1,T2}, student network fs, dataset

D = {X ,Y }.

2: for Each iteration do

3: Alternate select teacher network ft = Alternate(T),

4: for Each distillation feature layer i do

5: Align feature maps Align(fs(X ), ft (X )),

6: Similarity loss LKL(fs(X ), ft (X )),

7: Adversarial loss Ld (fs(X ), ft (X )),

8: Back propagation optimization for i-th adversarial

unit,

9: end for

10: The distillation loss L = LKL + Ld ,

11: Back propagation optimization for student fs.

12: end for

the student are randomly selected structures that are differ-

ent from each other. The third case, multiple teacher net-

works correspond to one student network, alternately using

the teacher networks to guide the distillation process of the

student network in each iteration. In the multiple teacher

distillation case, which implicitly ensemble the knowledge

of multiple teachers into a single student. The procedure of

our distillation method shown in Algorithm 1. The training

process is divided into two phases, pre-training the teacher

network and feature distillation. In the pre-training phase,

minimizing the cross-entropy loss LC (ft (X ),Y ) to optimize

model parameters of teachers with the ground-truth label.

The second step, at the adversarial feature distillation stage,

minimizing the loss of adversarial loss Ld (fs(X ), ft (X )) and

similarity loss LKL(fs(X ), ft (X )) between the teacher net-

works and the student networks in each iteration.

IV. EVALUATION

We have step by step verified the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method in improving model accuracy and model com-

pression. The structure is implemented based on the Pytorch

and evaluates on three large-scale audio classification tasks.

Networks optimize with stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

algorithm, and minibatch size is set as 64. For the stu-

dent network, the learning rate is initiated to 0.01, and the

decay and Nesterov momentum was 0.0001, and 0.9. For

the adversarial unit, the initial learning rate is set to 0.001.

The NVIDIA 1080 graphics cards were used for all the expe-

rience. To evaluate experimental results, the average mean

accuracy (mAP@3) and accuracy indicator are typically used.

A. DATASET

To verify our method, three audio classification dataset were

involved, two from the challenge of Detection and Classifica-

tion of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) and the other

one is the Google Speech Commands Dataset [31].

1) AUDIO SCENE CLASSIFICATION TASK

The challenge of Detection and Classification of Acous-

tic Scenes and Events 2018 (DCASE18) aims to enhance

the development of audio computing scenarios and analysis

methods. The DCASE18 task 1A [32] aims to classify audio

scene of 10 predefined environment classes such as ‘‘park’’,

’’metro station’’. The dataset of DCASE18 task 1A is from

the TUT Urban acoustic scenes 2018 dataset [33], which

contains recordings from various acoustic scenes over six

European cities. Each original record was 5-6 minutes of

audio, which was divided into segment files of 10 seconds.

The dataset consist of 10 acoustic scenes, ’’airport, shopping

mall, metro station, street pedestrian, public square, street

traffic, tram, bus, metro, park’’. Each acoustic scene having

864 files, all 8640 files, among the dataset 70% for training

data and 30% for evaluation.

2) GENERAL AUDIO TAGGING TASK

The DCASE18 task 2 [34] is for general-purpose audio tag-

ging task. The data samples come from Freesound [35] audio

samples which labeled with AudioSet Ontology tags. And

the dataset has 41 categories in all, while data samples were

unreliable labeled. All the sample data sets are compressed

to the pulse code modulation (PCM) 16 bits of 44.1KHz

mono-channel audio. In the training set, uneven 9.5K samples

among 41 categories were contained. The minimum number

of audio for one category is 94 and the maximum number

is 300. About 3.7K manual validation samples and about

5.8K unauthenticated samples contained in the training set.

The test set contains about 1.6K manual validation samples

and about 7.8K unauthenticated annotation samples. In our

experiments, only the 1.6K manual validation data were used

as the test set.

3) SPEECH COMMANDS CLASSFICATION TASK

The Google Speech Commands Dataset [31] is a dataset of

one-second audio files, each contains a spoken English com-

mand word. In all about 65000 files, all of the samples are

converted to 16-bit little-endian PCM-encoded wave files at

a 16000 sample rate. In 30 categories, the core words include

’’Yes, No, Up, Down, Left, Right, On, Off, Stop, Go, Zero,

One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine’’ and

ten auxiliary words include ’’Bed, Bird, Cat, Dog, Happy,

House, Marvin, Sheila, Tree, Wow’’. In our experiment, only

6000 used training samples among the dataset.

In all experiments, samples were converted into Log

Mel-spectrogram form for CNN training and testing. For

all dataset, firstly using Short-Time Fourier Transforma-

tion (STFT) method to analyze the audio frequency and
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FIGURE 4. The result on DCASE18 task.

phase. Then Log Mel-spectrogram can be obtained by apply-

ing the Mel filter bank, 64 was set as the number of bandpass

filters. Then converting Mel-spectrogram to a logarithmic

scale, finally normalizing it by dividing by the standard devi-

ation subtracting the mean value.

B. NETWORKS

We implemented experiments with several popular con-

volutional neural networks, VGGNet [36], ResNet [9], and

DenseNet [37]. In addition, we designed a SmallCNN which

was five convolutional layers and a classifier of two fully

connected layers. The VGGNet uses continuous 3 × 3 con-

volution cores to replace the larger convolution cores (11 ×

11, 7× 7, 5× 5) in AlexNet, which ensures that the depth of

the network is improved and better performance. The deep

residual network ResNet introduced the residual structure,

strengthened the ability of deep network feature transmission,

and solved the problem that the accuracy of network deepen-

ing does not decrease. The DenseNet establishes dense con-

nections with all the previous layers and the back layer, which

solves the problem of gradient disappearance. DenseNet,

ResNet and VGGNet have been widely adopted and achieved

competitive results in image recognition task, image seg-

mentation task, and speech recognition task. We select the

network layer numbers of the three structures according to

their best results. For VGGNet we use the 19-layer network

VGGNet19, and for ResNet, we use the 101-layer network

ResNet101. We used the 121-layer network DenseNet121.

C. THE RESULTS OF OUR DISTILLATION METHOD

Aggregating information from multiple networks enables

more precise network, but the ensemble method liner

increases the computational complexity and resource usage,

which is only applicable to academic research and competi-

tions. Our distillation method could implicit aggregate and

transfer knowledge from multiple teacher networks into a

student network.We compared the result of ensemble method

and our distillation method in Table 1 and Table 2, and

more intuitive results are shown in Figure 4. The result on

DCASE18 task 1A and task 2 as respectively shown in Table 1

and Table 2, the first three lines are the baseline results of

TABLE 1. The results (%) and number of gigaFLOPS (GFLOPs),number of
parameters (Para) for different network training on DCASE18 task 2
dataset. For ’Ours’, we use two teacher networks, VGGNet and ResNet.

TABLE 2. The results (%) and number of GFLOPs,number of
parameters (Para) for different network training on DCASE18 task 1A
dataset. For ’Ours’, we use two teacher networks, VGGNet and ResNet.

VGGNet, ResNet, and SmallCNN. The E(VGGNet+ResNet)

means the traditional ensemble of VGGNet and ResNet,

as shown in the table the ensemble accuracy is 88.6%,

mAP@3 is 92.04% on DCASE18 task 2, and accuracy is

69.28%, mAP@3 is 79.47% on DCASE18 task 1A. The

ensemble method improved model performance but caused

the increase of model size, the number of parameters is 8.79×

107 and the FLOPS of 5.14 × 107.

In our distillation method, we implicit ensemble two

teacher networks to a single student network. Our distil-

lation SmallCNN got the result of mAP@3 91.28% on

DCASE18 task 2 and 79.55% on task 1A. Our distillation

method decreased the amount of calculation and the number

of parameters. After distillation on VGGNet and SmallCNN,

the single model accuracy closed even higher than ensemble

model. The compression ratio of FLOPS is 76:1 and the

compression ratio of parameters is 3:1 on SmallCNN com-

pare with the ensemble teacher VGGNet and ResNet. For

VGGNet, our method got the best results, the mAP@3 of

92.54% on DCASE18 task 2 and 79.54% on task 1A.
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TABLE 3. Ablation study results of VGGNet on DCASE18 task 2 dataset.
The table shows the accuracy and mAP@3(%) of VGGNet in different
experiment setting. ’1-level’ means traditional knowledge distillation,
’Multi-level’ stands for multi-level feature distillation, ’Adversarial’
represents adding the discriminator of adversarial learning strategies,
and ’Mixup’ represents the mixup data augmentation method.

D. ABLATION STUDY

To find out the influence of different modules in our structure,

we designed ablation study of controlled experiments on the

DCASE18 task 2 dataset. Our distillation structure contains

modules of feature distillation unit, adversarial unit, and com-

bined with the data mixup strategy. In order to distinguish

the improvement of experimental results by each module,

we perform a set of experiments on a different combination

of modules on VGGNet. The results are presented in Table 3,

and all experiments have the same settings as baseline except

for the module mentioned in the table.

In order to distinguish the improvement of experimental

results by each module, we perform a set of experiments on

a different combination of modules on VGGNet. The exper-

imental results are presented in Table 3, and all experiments

have the same settings as baseline except for the module men-

tioned in the table. The VGGNet baseline mAP@3 trained

under the traditional supervised learning method is 89.76%.

In term of the multi-level knowledge distillation which con-

tains five intermediate layers for distillation. The multi-level

feature distillation mAP@3 is 90.39%. Further, the adversar-

ial learning units are added in each knowledge distillation

feature layer, achieved the mAP@3 of 90.96%. Using one of

the three strategies alone, we can observe that the mAP@3 of

the sample mixupmethod is best (91.5%). Combined with the

multi-level feature distillation, adversarial learning, and data

mixup, the network gets the best performance of accuracy

89.27% and the mAP@3 92.45%.

E. COMPARED WITH OTHER IMPLICIT KNOWLEDGE

AGGREGATION METHOD

We conducted comparison experiments among the general

supervised learning method, the traditional knowledge distil-

lation method and our distillation method. The baseline is the

results of the general supervised training method, the knowl-

edge distillation (KD) [16] is the implicit knowledge aggre-

gation method which learning from teacher network’s soft

labels which is suitable for small shallow networks. The

data enhancement method (Mixup) [38] directly aggregates

information of samples before training, which can effectively

improve the generalization of the model. We use the sample

mixup method to minimize neighborhood risk. In order to

ensure the generality of the generated neighborhood sam-

ples, the random strategy is adopted in the mixup method,

in which each time two samples are randomly selected from

the original data to construct a new neighborhood sample

by weighting sum them. The formula of mixup method as

xi,j = α ∗ xi + β ∗ xj, yi,j = α ∗ yi + β ∗ yj, where xi
and xj are samples from original data, yi and yj are corre-

sponding labels of xi and xj, α and β are random numbers

in the 0 to 1 interval, α + β = 1, xi,j and yi,j are the

generated neighborhood sample and the corresponding label.

We experimented with the DCASE18 task 2 dataset and

the speech commands dataset using VGGNet, ResNet and

DenseNet. For each model, the four different training method

were adopted. On the DCASE18 task 2 dataset, we used all

of the released training data and the mAP@3 as evaluation

criteria. In Table 4, we can observe that the mAP@3 val-

ues of VGGNet, ResNet, and DenseNet baseline on the

DCASE18 task 2 data set are 89.76%, 89.42%, 89.65%. The

knowledge distillation improved a slight boost in the model

performance, but it is more suitable for shallow networks.

Information fusion at the sample level (Mixup) yields bet-

ter performance than KD. Our distillation get the biggest

increment as FIGURE 4 shows, the mAP@3 of trained with

our method compared with baseline increased 2.69%, 2.95%

and 2.93% in VGGNet (89.76 VS 92.45), ResNet (89.42 VS

92.37) and DenseNet (89.65 VS 92.58).

TABLE 4. Results (mAP@3 %) on DCASE 2018 task 2 dataset for different
training strategy. In the table ’’Baseline’’ is the traditional supervised
learning method, ’’Mixup’’ is the data enhancement of mixup method,
’’KD’’ represents the traditional knowledge distillation method. And
’’Ours’’ represents the adversarial multi-level feature distillation with
mixup mechanisms.

The results of speech commands were shown in Table 5.

We only used 6000 randomly selected training data for all the

training, and the evaluation criteria are the accuracy rate. The

results on the speech commands dataset show similar tends

to the results on the DCASE18 task 2. The VGGNet, ResNet

and DenseNet model used our method for training separately

achieved 95.62%, 95.92%, 95.38% accuracy (the baseline is

95.4%, 95.74%, 93.6%).

The results show that in almost all cases, our knowledge

distillation method achieved higher precision than the sepa-

rate mixup method and the traditional knowledge distillation.

F. THE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT SIMILARITY LOSSES

We improved the CNN accuracy on acoustic tasks through the

adversarial feature distillation method. The teacher network

supervises student network’s training with feature maps. Our

distillation process based on KL divergence can significantly
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TABLE 5. Accuracy (%) on speech commands dataset. In the table
’’Baseline’’ is the traditional supervised training method, ’’Mixup’’ is the
data enhancement of mixup method, ’’KD’’ represents the traditional
knowledge distillation method. And ’’Ours’’ represents the adversarial
multi-level feature distillation with mixup mechanisms.

TABLE 6. The mAP@3 (%) results on DCASE18 task 2 with VGGNet while
distillation on different similarity loss (MAE, MSE, and KL loss).

improve the performance of the student network. The distilled

model has a higher mAP@3 than model of standard training

(92.45% VS 91.5%). But there are different types of loss

functions can metric feature maps’ distribution difference.

We tested three common and effective similarity measure-

ment functions of Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Abso-

lute Error (MAE), and Kullback Leibler Divergence (KL).

We compared the model accuracy of our feature distillation

method under three different losses, the results are shown

in Table 6.

In the experiment, the teacher network and student network

are of the same structure (VGGNet or ResNet). With the

KL loss, the distilled model get the best performance (the

mAP@3 92.45% on VGGNet and 92.37% on ResNet), while

with the MAE and MSE loss performance becomes worse.

The KL loss is the most effective one on distillation. The

MAE loss function is more robust to the outliers, but the

derivative is not continuous making the process of optimal

solution inefficient. The MSE loss is susceptible to local

interference, but the optimization process is smoother and

more stable. And KL loss is the logarithmic difference expec-

tation of the probability between the raw distribution and

the approximate distribution, which is robust and easy to

optimize. It is more suitable for comparing the information

loss between two distributions.

G. SEGMENT SCORES AGGREGATION

In the audio tagging task, usually a long audio file is divided

into multiple segments. Aggregating the multiple segments

score could effectively improve the classification accuracy.

On the DCASE18 task 2 dataset, the samples of audio files

duration range from 300ms to 30s. We divide the data into

segments of each length is 1.5 seconds, and the insuffi-

cient length will be filled with constants. The audio-level

score is the average of segment scores on an audio file. The

audio-level score calculated as the formula Pi = 1
T

∑T
j=0 Pi,j,

where T is the number of segments divided from an audio,

and Pi is the soft label of i-th audio file, Pi,j is the soft label of

FIGURE 5. The comparison on segment-level score and audio-level score
mAP@3 (%) on DCASE18 task 2 dataset.

TABLE 7. Accuracy (%) on speech commands dataset with cross-structure
distillation. Improvement is compared to baseline VGGNet with accuracy
of 95.4%.

j-th segment from i-th audio file. We compared the predicted

scores of segment-level and audio-level in Figure 5. From the

results, it can be found that the audio-level score is much

more precise than the segment-level score. The reason may

be that the tagging acoustic event occurred on an audio file

only occurs within a certain range, and randomly intercepting

the segment from the audio file may only contain part of

the sound information or random noise. The classification of

audio-level samples is clearly more scientific, reducing the

interference of randomly selected segments noise.

H. DISTILLATION OF CROSS-STRUCTURE NETWORK

The cross-structure distillation would bring additional sup-

plemental information.We experimented with cross-structure

model on the speech commands dataset. Setting the VGGNet

network as the student network, we compared the results, with

VGGNet, ResNet and DenseNet separately as teacher net-

work. The results shown in Table 7. As we mentioned before,

VGGNet’s baseline accuracy is 95.4%. In the experiment of

VGGNet as the teacher, the target VGGNet training with our

method obtained the accuracy of 95.62%, with ResNet as

a teacher the target VGGNet accuracy is 95.86%, and with

DenseNet as teacher network the target VGGNet accuracy

is 95.92%. The cross-structure feature distillation achieved

bigger improvement to the target network. That proves the

differences in network structures bring more complementary

knowledge for the target model, which leads to performance

improvements.

I. DISTILLATION FROM BIG MODEL TO SMALL MODEL

It is easy for complex large networks to extract features

from data, transferring knowledge from a complex model

to the shallow network would be helpful. We verified the
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FIGURE 6. The classification accuracy comparison of VGGNet with different training methods on speech commands dataset. ’’Baseline’’ is the
traditional supervised learning method, ’’Mixup’’ is mixup data enhancement, ’’Distillation’’ represents our adversarial multi-level distillation
method without mixup and ’’Ours’’ represents the adversarial multi-level distillation with mixup data enhancement mechanisms.

TABLE 8. The accuracy (%) of cross-structure distillation on DCASE18 task
1A and task 2. The baseline SmallCNN get the accuracy and mAP@3 of
86% and 89.81% on DCASE18 task 2, and on DCASE18 task 1A.

compression and accuracy improving effect of our method,

some classic CNN such as ResNet, VGGNet were used as

the teachers of distillation, and the SmallCNN as student

network. The results are shown in the Table 8, the FLOPS,

the memory of networks can be found in Table 1. From

Table 8, it can be found that both the accuracy andmAP@3 of

the SmallCNN could benefit from a big model. The baseline

SmallCNN achieve accuracy 67.1%, mAP@3 78.3% and

accuracy 86.0%, mAP@3 89.1 on dataset DCASE18 task 1A

and task 2. The powerful teacher network captured more fea-

tures representing data relationships, and the feature distilla-

tion could transfer the information to a smaller student, which

makes student network classification accuracy improved.

In DCASE18 task 2, the SmallCNN get accuracy 87.68% and

mAP@391.53%by distillationwith teacher VGGNet. And in

DCASE18 task 1A, the SmallCNN get the accuracy 69.42%

and mAP@3 79.47% by feature distillation with ResNet as

teacher.

J. THE T-SNE VISUALIZATION ANALYZES

Through visualization inspection, the improvement what we

have made can be explored. utilizing the t-sne visual anal-

ysis method [39] to compare the embedded features of the

baseline network and the embedded features of the network

trained with our method. On the DCASE18 task 1A data set,

FIGURE 7. The t-sne diagram of SmallCNN which trained with baseline
and our method.

for all 1200 test samples among 10 categories, the embed

features of SmallCNN’s last convolution layer were taken for

t-sne analysis. The visualization results are shown in Figure 7,

the similarities of our features are more compact, which

proves that our features are better embedded.

K. THE ACCURACY COMPARISON ON CLASS LEVEL

We compared the accuracy of different training methods on

15 randomly selected categories. On the speech commands

dataset, the categories contains ’’Off, On, One, Right, Sheila,

Six, Bed, Bird, Cat, Dog, Squeak, Down, Eight, Five, Yes,

Zero’’. The column chart of accuracy shown in Figure 6.

Compared with the supervised learning method (baseline),

the three other method achieved higher accuracy on almost

all categories. The mixup method utilizes sample similarity at

the sample level which was stronger than the general distilla-

tion. In the classes of ’’Bed, Bird, Cat, Eight, Five’’ the sam-

ple mixup method shows its advantage in improving model

generalization, and training with our distillation method gets

the best accuracy. Our method wins the first place in 7 of the

15 categories and won 6 second places. The results confirms

that our distillation method is more stable and more effective

than the other methods.
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, for audio classification tasks, we have proposed

a novel knowledge distillation method based on adversarial

learning. Through multi-level feature distillation combined

with adversarial units, our approach can compress model

dramatically while improving the model’s accuracy. We per-

formed extensive experiments on the audio scene classi-

fication, general audio tagging and the speech commands

recognition tasks. The experimental results demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed method. For further research,

we will focus on the application of knowledge distillation

using multi-representations for the audio classification task.
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